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We take responsibility!

Stark of Sweden is a Swedish brand which was established in

2011. We produce high quality furniture for children where

quality, safety, creativity and sustainability are keywords.

Our children are our future.

At STARK OF SWEDEN we value good quality and safety.

We stand behind our product and offer a 5-year 

guarantee against manufacturing faults on the

construction of our beds.

We are proud of our quality.

All electricity in our factory and offices comes from windmill 

production - a natural and sustainable source of energy. Our 

factory alone is heated up by left over material from our 

50,000 m2 own production in CHINA.

We support The 17 GLOBAL GOALS.

We use wood from Northern Europe, where trees grow 

slow, which secures a high quality material to produce our 

furniture. In our production we only use eco-friendly water 

based lacquer for a healthy and safe product.

We care about our world.

We offer a range of different mattresses and slats, to ensure 

that your child gets the best sleep. Choose the dream bed, 

whether it is a castle, a play tower, a practical cabin bed for 

storage or all of it - the possibilities are many.

We make dreams come true.

Our beds are tested by TÜV in Germany according to: DIN EN 

747-1:2015 - 747-2:2015. With more than 48 years experience 

and a market worldwide - we are experts in this field.

We care about safety.

Stark of Sweden i Ullared AB

Kvighult 112, 311 62  Ullared, Sweden

Phone: +46 708 87 06 86

Email: tobias@starkofsweden.se

Production: STARK OF SWEDENMarketing

For the whole catalogue:

Product changes, misprints and errors reserved. Colors may differ from reality.

mailto:tobias@starkofsweden.se


WELCOMETO  

OUR FACTORY IN CHINA..

Was established in 1999 at ZheJiang Zhuji.Our

specialty is all things regarding textiles and 

furniture. We are leading in the home textile 

market and furniture which make us in the 

forefront of offering the latest product technology 

and novelties in various types of  all high-quality 

items.



WELCOMETO  

STARK OF SWEDEN...
“STARK OF SWEDEN has been looking at the world through

children’s eyes for more than 10 years. We are proud of our Swedish

design, Chines production and craftsmanship, where sustainable

thinking and high quality ensure safety for your child. We have a shared 

responsibility for our world and all children

- because they are our future.”

Tobias Stark

Director

Our need is 100 % Customer satisfaction, therefore our 

company philosophy has always been " Your needs are 

our mission. - Your wish is our command" which is 

making us the first choice to satisfy any type of demands 

and needs regarding product production, quality, design, 

and delivery.

Tobias Stark
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DANNY

DANNY Loft Bed With Storage and Desk
90X190 cm

Loft bed from Stark of Sweden with bed loft and
ladder and seating area on the lower floor with

two benches and table. Under the benches there
are practical storage boxes for your toys or
books. The bed fits perfectly in the children's

room where it functions as a bed, craft corner
and storage - all in the same space as a single
bed.The benches come with soft cushions with

foam filling and removable polyester covers. Use
the table to paint, read or maybe have coffee
with your friends.

Measure: Length: 192 cm, Width: 86.5 cm,
Height: 180 cm, Height of table: 61 cm, Depth

bench: 59.5 cm, Ladder width: 45 cm
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MÅNS

MÅNS Loft Bed With Slide 90x190, White

Loft bed from Stark of Sweden equipped with ladder, 
slide and tent over the bed. The tent has two round 
windows and creates a cozy little crawl space on top of 

the bed. The slightly sloping steps make it easy to get up 
to the bed loft, and the slide becomes a fun play moment 
when the child goes down again.The bed is adapted for 

mattresses measuring 90 x 190 cm. Mattress is 
purchased separately. 

Bed dimensions: Height: 110 cm, Height floor for 
mattress: 74 cm
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DARIN

DARIN Loft Bed With Desk 90x190, White

Loft Bed With Desk 90x190, White Loft bed from Stark of Sweden made of durable pine with stepladder and desk under the bed. 
The bed is equipped with slats and is combined with a mattress measuring 90x190 cm (purchased separately). The loft bed with 
desk space and bed fits perfectly in the children's room when you want to save space and at the same time combine the benefits 

of a desk and bed in one and the same piece of furniture.

Measure: Height: 172 cm, Height floor for mattress: 136 cm, Height of desk: 76 cm, Ladder width: 39 cm
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MOLLY Bunk bed 90x190, White

This is a nice bunk bed from Stark of Sweden. The bunk bed 
comes with slatted bases for optimal comfort and many good 
nights sleep. The upper bed has four high sides, which means 

that your children can sleep safely. This stylish and stable 
bunk bed is a very smart solution for those who want a little 
more space in the children's room. Maximum weight: 120kg 

per bed.
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Loft Bed With Bed Curtain 90x190, White

Loft bed from Stark of Sweden made of pine with tent walls in 
textile under the bed. The tent part has a door opening and round 
windows and creates a cozy little crawl for the child. The bed is 

easily reached via the associated steps that are mounted on the 
side of the bed. The bed is adapted for mattresses measuring 90 x 
1900 cm.

Bed dimensions: Height: 109 cm Height floor for mattress: 75 cm

16 17

4IN1 BEDCOMBINATION / STANDARD SLATS
H128/161 x W207 x D102/124 CM  

ART.49611-01W

CANOPY FAIRYDUST FOR4IN1 BED
L480 x W140 CM
ART.7367

AGNES  & BIANCA

HIGH QUALITY
All our production and fabrics are made according to OEKOTEX 100 standard, our 

wood is FCS certified and we strictly follow REACH rules and regulations. All our 

furniture’s are produced according to the CE and EN directives.

Our philosophy is always to work with sustainable development and reduce our 

carbon footprint.

All our products are produced cruelty free.
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MAGNUS DAVID

MAGNUS Bunk bed 90x190, White

This is a nice bunk bed from Stark of Sweden. The bunk bed comes with slatted bases for optimal comfort and many good nights sleep. The upper bed has four high sides, which means that 
your children can sleep safely. This stylish and stable bunk bed is a very smart solution for those who want a little more space in the children's room. Maximum weight: 120kg per bed.

DAVID Bunk bed 90x190, White

This is a nice bunk bed from Stark of Sweden. The bunk bed comes with slatted bases for optimal comfort and many good nights sleep. The upper bed has four high sides, which means that 
your children can sleep safely. This stylish and stable bunk bed is a very smart solution for those who want a little more space in the children's room. Maximum weight: 120kg per bed.



THINK GREEN

Let us help each other to think more 

green, sustainable and recyclable. Even 

if we need to change our whole lifestyle 

upside down. Show that you care about 

the environment by buying wisely and 

choose quality and durability with longer 

lasting products. Think green and choose

STARK OF SWEDEN20
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LALEH

LALEH Single bed 70x140

Single bed from Stark of 
Sweden made of durable pine 
with high edges with slats. One 

long side has an opening in the 
roller cover so you can easily 
step in and out of bed.The bed 

is equipped with slats and is 
combined with a mattress 
measuring 70x140 cm 

(purchased separately). The 
junior bed with its stripped-
down design fits perfectly in the 

nursery and as a first full-size 
bed for the child.

Measure: Height of headboard: 
53 cm, Height floor for 
mattress: 23 cm
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ZARA Single bed 90x190cm

Single bed from Stark of Sweden made of durable pine with a slightly higher foot and head end. The bed is equipped with slats and is combined with a mattress 
measuring 90x190 cm (purchased separately). The junior bed with its stripped-down design fits perfectly in the nursery and as a first full-size bed for the child. 
The bed can be quickly assembled using minimal tools. 

Measure: Height headboard head end: 98 cm Height headboard foot end: 79 cm Height floor for mattress: 23 cm
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ZARA

Our need is 100 % 
Customer satisfaction, 
therefore our company 
philosophy has always 

been " Your needs are our 
mission. - Your wish is our 

command" which is 
making us the first choice 

to satisfy any type of 
demands and needs 
regarding product 

production, quality, 
design, and delivery.
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ZARA

ZARA Single bed 90x190cm

Single bed from Stark of Sweden made of durable pine with a slightly higher foot and head end. The bed is equipped with 
slats and is combined with a mattress measuring 90x190 cm (purchased separately). The junior bed with its stripped-down 
design fits perfectly in the nursery and as a first full-size bed for the child. The bed can be quickly assembled using minimal 

tools. 

Measure: Height headboard head end: 98 cm Height headboard foot end: 79 cm Height floor for mattress: 23 cm
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VERONICA

VERONICA Single bed 90x190, White

Single bed from  Stark of Sweden made of durable pine with high 
ends with slats. The bed is designed with round wavy lines that 
give an elegant touch to the children's room. The bed is equipped 

with slats and is combined with a mattress measuring 90x190 cm 
(purchased separately). The junior bed with its stripped-down 
design fits perfectly in the nursery and as a first full-size bed for 

the child.

Measure: Height headboard head end: 100 cm Height headboard 

foot end: 80 cm Height floor for mattress: 21 cm
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YOHIO: Single bed from Stark of Sweden made of durable pine with a slightly higher foot, side and head end. The bed is equipped with slats and is combined 
with a mattress measuring 90x190 cm (purchased separately). The junior bed with its stripped-down design fits perfectly in the nursery and as a first full-size 

bed for the child. The bed can be quickly assembled using minimal tools.

ROBIN: A bunk bed is practical either for the siblings who share a room, or for the child who wants friends who sleep over often. Finding one that is both 

practical and stylish is not easy, but here is the answer. The upper part is provided with proper protective edges all the way around and all edges are rounded, 
all for the benefit of your child.The bunk bed is made entirely of solid pine, which makes it stable and sturdy. It is painted in white, but the wood fibers have 
been allowed to shine through to create a wonderful character on the cot. Size: 190x90/135cm
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ROBIN

YOHIO

PERNILLA

PERNILLA: Single bed from Stark of Sweden made of durable pine with a slightly higher foot, side and head end. The bed is equipped with slats and is combined with a mattress 

measuring 90x190 cm (purchased separately). The junior bed with its stripped-down design fits perfectly in the nursery and as a first full-size bed for the child.The bed can be quickly 

assembled using minimal tools.
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AMANDA  & JENNIFER

Amanda with the bed's stylish shape, it will fit perfectly into the modern children's 
room.Do not forget to buy mattresses, sheets and slats! The bed is tested and 

approved according to EU standards. It is painted with paint free from harmful 
chemicals. 60x120cm

152 CM HIGHCREATESA HIGH-

FUNCTIONALSPACE BELOWTHE  

BED WHICH CAN BE USEDFOR  

AN EXTRA BED, HANG-OUT SPOT  

ORSTORAGE.

32 33

Jennifer is a timeless care agency from Stark of Sweden that fits perfectly in both the children's room and the bathroom. A double-functional chest of drawers 

containing an upper care part, four drawers for smart storage of the baby's clothes, nappies, washcloths and other necessities. The changing unit can easily be 

removed from the office when the child has grown older and the changing table is no longer needed.
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LISA A nice storage bench from Stark of Sweden. The 
storage bench has unique design elements with six 

doors, seat and backrest. The bench has plenty of 
storage space with four spacious compartments, perfect 
for everything from toys to blankets, blankets and the like.

SUSANNE Bunk bed 90x190, White

This is a nice bunk bed from Stark of Sweden. The bunk 
bed comes with slatted bases for optimal comfort and 
many good nights sleep. The upper bed has four high 

sides, which means that your children can sleep safely. 
This stylish and stable bunk bed is a very smart solution 
for those who want a little more space in the children's 

room. Maximum weight: 120kg per bed.

SALEM This set from Stark of Sweden contains a stylish 

table and two chairs for the children's room. The set will 
be an excellent place to sit and draw, do crafts and read. 
Everything is made of wood that can handle a lot of play

JOEL A nice coat hanger from Stark of Sweden. A 
practical clothes hanger with space for all the children's 

clothes. The clothes holder has both a clothes rail and 
shelves so that you can both lay and hang the garments. 
A practical piece of furniture that will be a nice detail in 

the children's room as well as in other rooms!

ERIC This is a cute and stable wooden house shelf from 

Stark of Sweden. This nice bookshelf holds practical 
storage for the children's room, perfect for children's story 
books or favorite toys. The bookshelf is placed on the 

floor and has four spacious compartments. With its trendy 
design, the bookshelf becomes a stylish detail in the 
children's room! Care instructions: Wipe with a damp cloth 

with a mild detergent. Security:- NOTE! This bookshelf is 
not a toy. Children should not climb or hang on to it.- We 
recommend that the bookshelf be anchored to the wall 

(brackets not included) to prevent the bookshelf from 
tipping over if a child climbs into it.

JESSICA A nice storage box from Stark of Sweden. The 
storage box is on wheels, which makes it easy to move 
around depending on where you want it. Spacious, 

practical and stylish design.

34
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SUSSANE  /  SALEM  /  ERIC  /  JESSICA



The STARK OF SWEDEN bed system grows with your child

and ensures that you can build the furniture to match age, 

size, needs and dreams. Your dream starts here...

36 37

“Let your dreams be the inspiration 

for your choice of bed”

SLEEP GOOD

Our beds are tested by TÜV in Germany according to: DIN

EN 747-1:2015 - 747-2:2015. With more than 48 years 

experience and a market worldwide - we are experts in

this field.

We care about safety.
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BASIC COMFORT ADVANCED CLASSIC DELUXE NATURAL

This Comfort mattress is for  

the ‘cozy-sleeper’ who wants  

a great basic mattresswith  

some extra comfort and good  

support at shoulders,back  

andhip.

This Advanced mattress is for  

the ‘sensitive-sleeper’ who 

wantsa mattress that molds to  

the body.Providesadditional  

support and pressure relief for  

the whole body.

This Classic mattress is for the  

‘deep-sleeper’ who loves the  

spring mattress.This mattress  

hasgood support while resting

- the springs increase the  

hardness.

This Deluxe mattress is for the  

‘comfort-sleeper’ who needs  

perfect support and pressure 

relief for the whole body.This  

mattress effectively absorbs  

movements in the bed for  

undisturbed sleep.

This natural mattress is for  the 

‘spoiled-sleeper’ who wantsa

fantastic mattress  that 

moulds naturally to the body 

- reducing nocturnal motions

and restlessness for a  better

sleep.

This Basic mattress is a great  

play mattressor a extra  

mattress for your guests. It fits  

perfectly for the jump up bed 

HARD MEDIUM/SOFT SOFTMEDIUMHARD MEDIUM

Even pressure  

distribution

The comfort zones  

ensure improved pressure

distribution

Optimized pressure  

distribution because of  

the 7comfort zones

The pocket springs ensure  

uniformity and even  

pressure distribution

Excellent pressure  

distribution due to the  

materials’ excellence and 

elasticity

Super optimized pressure  

distribution due to the elastic 

properties of the mattress

Great breathabilityLow breathability Good breathability

Great breathability and air  

circulation due to the open,  

ventilating construction

Great breathability and  

air circulation due to the  

properties of the materials

Excellent breathability,  

temperature regulation  

and air circulation due to  

the unique properties and  

the air channels

Durable materials with  

long lifeNormalNormal
Durable material with  

long life

Firm materials with  

excellent durability for a  

long product lifetime

Firm, elastic and sustainable  

material with excellent 

durability

SG30

Polyether core

SG30
5-zone cutted  

polyether core

HR35
7-zone cutted  

cold foam core

Pocket spring core  

(216 springs/m2),  

with 2 sides of  

HR44 cold foam

Core combination of 7 CM  

HR35 cold foam and 5 CM  

LATEX 70 kg/m3. Reverible  

mattress with medium/soft  

side to adapt to the child’s  

growth

Core of 100% natural latex  

(70 kg/m3) incl. drilled

air-channels

Suits the STARK OF 

SWEDEN playmattress

covers and  isa good

mattress for  sleepover

guests

Good basic mattess with  

comfort zones

Mattress with extra  

comfort zones

Pocket spring mattress  

with good support and  

comfort

Hypoallergenic and  

antibacterial mattress with  

extra comfort features

Luxury mattress
- winner on all comfort  

parameters. Latex is  

hypoallergenic and  

antibacterial

Single fabric,  

100% cotton,

with a 2-side zipper,  

washable at 60˚

Double stretch fabric, 100% polyester,
heavy quilted, with a 3-side zipper, washable at 60˚ 

Included a Sanitized treatment for outstanding durability, 

and against activity of bacteria, fungi and dust mites.

Fire Retardant (Cover), (EN597, part 1)

Luxury Micro Tencel fabric, 65% polyester & 35% cotton, heavy quilted, with a 3-sided 

zipper and borderpiping. This fabric is extra soft, has a high absorbance of water, silky 

sheen and is thermos regulating. The fabric has also a, dermatologically tested. Clean 

& Fresh treatment for the best hygiene protection of the fabric, against dust mites and 

other micro-organisms and protection against mould stains and unpleasant odours.

Fire Retardant (Cover), (EN597, part 1)

BASIC MATTRESS

H10 x W190 x D90

5-ZONE COMFORT FOAM

H12/14 x W190 x D90

H12/14x W200 x D90  

H12/14 x W200 x D120  

H12/14 x W200 x D140

7-ZONE HR FOAM

H12/14 x W200 x D90

POCKET SPRING

H14/16 x W200 x D90

H14/16 x W200 x D120

H14/16 x W200 x D140

LATEX COMBI

H12/14 x W200 x D90

100% NATURAL LATEX

H12/14 x W200 x D90

REVERSIBLE

EVERY BED DESERVES  
A STARK OF SWEDEN
MATTRESS
Make sure to choose the right mattress. Your child 

sleeps at least 8 hours a day, so make sure not to 

compromise on the mattress you choose. Our range 

of high-quality mattresses provides optimal support 

for your child’s body all night long and throughout 

the years they are growing.

The height of our mattresses

are 10-14 cm and 14-16 cm

for pocket spring. This gives

the child the support it needs,

and is the max. height, making

sure that our safety guard is

still high enough to comply

with the safety standard DIN

EN 747-1:2015.

Let your child sleep well.

MATTRESSES
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SUSTAINABILITY

At Stark of Sweden we pride ourselves 

to be able to meet any type of demands 

and needs regarding product production, 

quality, design, and delivery.

From the first idea to the finished 

product, we can make it happen!

Our team of experts have many years of 

experience in various fields and are 

working on a daily basis with all different 

types of needs and demands. They will 

help and guide you all the way until you 

have your finished products on your 

doorstep.

40
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BED LINENS & SHEETS

Warming fiber blanket and pillow from Stark of Sweden to 
have in bed. The quilt is made of soft microfiber and the 

outer fabric has a thread density of 233TC. A beautiful set 
that ensures a good night's sleep. Do not forget to buy a 
nice duvet cover! 

Oeko-tex Standard 100 certified.

A stylish and comfortable bed set from Stark of Sweden. This bed set 
consists of a duvet cover and a pillowcase that is decorated with a nice 

pattern. The bed set is made of soft, Oeko-Tex-certified cotton.

A warming duvet and pillow from Stark of Sweden to have in 
bed. The quilt consists of 60% duck down and 40% duck 

feather. Down is a material with good breathability that 
transports away moisture and excess heat so that the body 
maintains the right temperature throughout the night.

Oeko-tex Standard 100 certified.

A cozy weight blanket from Stark of Sweden. With 
a weight blanket, your child can sleep well all 

night. The weight blanket gives a soft and even 
pressure over the whole body, which has a 
calming effect. The weight blanket is made of 

100% cotton and can help your child fall asleep 
faster.

Oeko-tex Standard 100 certified.

A practical mattress protector from Stark of Sweden that keeps your mattress cleaner 
longer and protects against wear and tear. Easily attached to the corner of the mattress 

and sits in place. Made from Oeko-Tex certified materials that do not contain any 
substances that are harmful or irritating to your baby's skin

A practical mattress protector from Stark of Sweden that keeps your mattress cleaner 
longer and protects against wear and tear. Easily attached to the corner of the mattress 

and sits in place. Made of cotton with cooling properties that ensure that your child 
maintains the right temperature in bed. The material is Oeko-Tex certified and does not 
contain any substances that are harmful or irritating to your baby's skin.

A practical mattress protector from Stark of Sweden that keeps your mattress cleaner 
longer and protects against wear and tear. Easily attached to the corner of the mattress 

and sits in place. Made of quilted cotton with polyester filling. The material is Oeko-Tex
certified and does not contain any substances that are harmful or irritating to your baby's 
skin.

PILLOW /QUILT/ HEAVY QUILT/SHEETS

MATTRESS PROTECTION

A practical envelope sheet from Stark of Sweden. 
Envelope sheets are a form-fitting pull-on sheet that 

ensures that the sheets are always in place no matter 
how much the body moves during sleep. Made of percale 
of cotton with a thread density of 200 TC.

Oeko-tex Standard 100 certified.

A practical mattress protector from Stark of Sweden that 

keeps your mattress cleaner longer and protects against wear 

and tear. Easily attached to the corner of the mattress and sits 

in place. Made of bamboo fiber which is a natural antibacterial 

material that contributes to fresher bedding and evaporates 

four times more moisture than cotton so that your child always 

maintains the right temperature in bed. The material is Oeko-

Tex certified and does not contain any substances that are 

harmful or irritating to your baby's skin.
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The bed in the children's room becomes even more cozy with a 
beautiful canopy! This bed canopy from Stark of Sweden is made of 

100% cotton and has a nice mist pink shade. It falls nicely over the 
bed and creates a cozy crawl space for your child.NOTE! Never use 
this product on infants and young children.WARNING: Risk of 

strangulation or entanglement, check the fastener regularly.

A cozy sleeping pool from Stark of Sweden. This sleeping pool is made of soft polyester 
that feels comfortable against the skin. A wonderful place for your baby to rest and play!

A nice play mat from Alice & Fox. On this round play mat, your child can sit and play softly and 
comfortably! The rug is also a nice interior detail that fits well both in the children's room and in the 

living room. This soft play mat easily becomes a new favorite in the home!

A beautiful cradle sky from Stark of Sweden. The cradle canopy is made of 100% cotton, is 2 meters long and has a lovely 
color. This stylish interior detail falls nicely over the cradle and creates a cozy crawl space for your child.- NOTE! Bed canopy 

only, stand sold separately- Check suspension and fasteners regularly to avoid falling accidents- Make sure that the fabric falls 
on the outside of the cradle out of reach of the child

BEDHEAVEN

MYSPUDLE & PLAYMAT
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A cute BABY GYM 
from Stark of 
Sweden, 
equipped with 
educational toys 
that stimulate 
hearing and 
touch. The soft 
play mat can also 
be used without 
the frames and 
has several nice, 
fun motifs for 
your child to look 
at.Baby Gym 
helps encourage 
and develop your 
child's visual and 
cognitive skills. 
Thanks to the fun 
features of the 
toys, your child is 
encouraged to 
rehearse to make 
the toys sound 
again. This also 
helps your child 
to move and 
work up their 
motor skills. The 
toys can be easily 
moved around 
and replaced. You 
can even hang 
them by the crib 
or in the pram so 
your child has 
something to 
play with at all 
times!
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A 2-pack with bibs from Stark of Sweden. The bibs protect your 
child's clothes from food waste and thanks to the water-repellent 

coating, they are also easy to clean. Tie easily with the strings at 
the neck. 

100% polyester, PU-coated.Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified

48
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4IN1 BEDCOMBINATION / STANDARD SLATS
H128/161 x W207 x D102/124 CM  

ART.49611-01W

CANOPY FAIRYDUST FOR4IN1 BED
L480 x W140 CM
ART.7367

A nice seat cushion for the highchair from Stark of Sweden. The seat cushion is 
made of Oeko-Tex-certified polyester and its PU coating makes it easy to wipe off 

in case of spillage. For the larger stains, it is also excellent to wash the dining 
chair cushion in a machine. The seat cushion is universal and thus fits most 
children's highchairs.

100% polyester (PU-coated). Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified.

Cute bib in 2-pack from Stark of Sweden. The bib is 
made of silicone and easy to wipe off. The flexible 

pocket catches leftover food and the size can be 
adjusted in the neck for a comfortable fit

BIBS

.

Dining chair from Stark of Sweden is a chair that accompanies your child for life. Its unique adjustability 
in the seat and footrest provides support for both back and feet of all ages. The chair is made of beech 
and has a robust construction.Tripp Trapp® lets the baby sit at the dining table and get closer to the 
family. It can be adapted with different accessories according to the family's needs. Supplement, for 
example, with newborn sets for use from newborn age, seat cushions for different ages, tablet or 
storage.- Classic, iconic design by Peter Opsvik that never runs out of time- Easy to clean with a damp 
cloth- Water-based, non-toxic paint- Free from bisphenol and phthalates- Included guide on how to 
adjust the seat and footrest according to age- Extended 7-year warranty available for wood 
components- Available in several sophisticated colors that suit all types of interior design

PAD

SILICON 

Bowl and spoon with a smart suction function. The set is in 
soft silicone, the straight edges make it easy to get food on 

the spoons and are gentle on the baby's mouth and gums.

DINING CHAIR
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This nice nappy bed from Stark of Sweden has two raised edges, which means that your baby lies safely and comfortably while you change the nappy. The changing mat is made 
of Oeko-Tex-certified polyester and its PU coating makes it easy to wipe off in case of spillage. The changing mat is easy to clean and the design means that the child does not slip 

around. This is the changing mat that makes changing diapers both safer and more comfortable!

Coating: 100% polyester (PU-coated).Filling: 100% polyurethane.Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified.

Length 64cm, Width 50cm, Washing instructions: Machine wash 40 ° C
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CHANGING MAT HIGH QUALITY
Our need is 100 % Customer satisfaction, therefore 

our company philosophy has always been " Your 

needs are our mission. - Your wish is our command" 

which is making us the first choice to satisfy any type 

of demands and needs regarding product production, 

quality, design, and delivery.
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A nice bumper protection from Stark of Sweden. The damper 
cover has a cover in soft polyester and is filled with 

polyurethane. Cute ruffle details adorn the damper protection. 
This practical slat guard protects your child from the hard 
edges of the bed and prevents arms and legs from falling 

between the slats of the bed. 100% polyesterFilling: 100% 
polyurethaneOeko-Tex Standard 100 certified. 

Size: 360x28x2cm

A nice baby nest with ruffles from Stark of Sweden. This cozy baby 
nest has a cover in soft polyester and is filled with polystyrene. The 

baby nest can be opened in one short side thanks to the practical 
drawstring. A great place for your baby to sleep and rest!

Coating: 100% microfiber / polyester Oeko-Tex Standard 100 
certified Filling: 100% polystyrene, Size: 80x40x10cm

BABYNEST , BUMPER & BLANKET

A two-pack with cozy lattice blankets from Stark of 

Sweden. The grid blankets have small holes that provide 

good air ventilation and ensure that your child does not 

get too hot. The blankets are made of soft cotton that feels 

comfortable against the skin. Fits perfectly both in bed and 

in the pram. 100% cotton.Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified

Size: 90x70cm
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NURSING PILLOW & PREGNANT PILLOW

A pregnancy pillow from Stark of Sweden that helps to relieve the most critical areas such as the 
abdomen, pelvis, lower back, knees and ankles. The pillow can be used in bed, on the sofa or 

sitting at, for example, a desk. With its stylish design, it fits into any home! The case is removable 
and is easy to wash. Oeko-Tex Standard 100-certified. 

Cover: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. Filling: 100% polystyrene.

Size: 300x60cm

A cozy breastfeeding pillow from Stark of Sweden that makes 

breastfeeding easier for both mother and baby. The smart shape 

of the breastfeeding pillow makes it easy for you to find a 

comfortable position for both you and your baby. The pillow is 

filled with polyester and thanks to its stylish design, the 

breastfeeding pillow also works excellently as a seat support for 

the baby when he is learning to sit. A smart breastfeeding pillow 

with two functions! Coating: 100% polyester Filling: 100% 

polyester. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified Size: 300x60

Stark of Sweden pregnant pillow provides a soft and comfortable support during 
pregnancy. The pregnancy pillow helps to relieve the stomach and back when you are 

lying on your side. The maternity pillow has a malleable filling of microspheres that 
makes it soft and flexible, and a cover in soft cotton. The case is removable and is easy 
to wash.

Cover: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. Lining: 84% polyester, 16% elastane. Filling: 100% 
microspheres (polystyrene).

Size: 170x60cm

A nice pregnancy pillow from Stark of Sweden. The pillow has a malleable filling that gives you good 
support for the neck, abdomen and back. The cover in soft cotton blend is kind to your and your child's 

sensitive skin. The pillow gives you relief on sleepless nights and it is just as comfortable to use even after 
childbirth!

Cover: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certified Filling: 100% polystyrene balls

Size: 136x20cm



BACK TO SCHOOL BAGS

Backpack from Stark of Sweden. It is made of cotton canvas with adjustable shoulder straps and handles. The spacious main 
compartment has plenty of space for books, writing pads or clothes and the practical outer compartment is perfect for warning of
keys, pens or anything else that needs to be easily accessible.
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MOMMY BAGS



WWW.STARKOFSWEDEN.SE

DESIGNED FOR KIDS

PRODUCED WITH LOVE

SUSTAINABLE QUALITY

CREATED FOR FUN

MADE IN CHINA


